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Introdue1ion and Conclusions

Ny assi!.Tmert today, as I understand it, is to make

.1out the futut. :`, ability of public education

(Primarily. elerlent'lry and secotary) to attract resources,

ricol,r!ic./ record of such predictions does not

,Austify much confA'''. !nee, thr exercisc, undertaken to reach them

may nrovid some useful information. Carefully done, such an

lr.r.1-sis increan u,Iderl-din- of the current situatioi

rInd the Political, economic and social forces which created it.

Sensible rn-ssos 1.r,sed on whethr thoso foroes will 1,e onorativ3

1n the fl;ture and, more importantly, how emerf,ing conditions

ray alter them to produce a "different" future will provide a

framework for isolating and discussing the factors which may

determine that future.

This task requires reporting first on measures of how

well education has done, then a comparison of education's per-

formance to that of other public functions, and finally an

of the values, economic conditions and political

nliffnments which were associated with these outcomes. Usirg

this information a look into the future will be attempted.

Already emerging patterns of behavior will be relied upon to

help substantiate the guesses made.

Fieginninc at the end, the generalizations about the

pRst and future this analysis produces are:

1. any measure weed echirmtion has been

remarkably successful. since 190 in
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increasing its share of the country's

resources, a success only partly ex-

plained by - rowing; school enrollments.

2. This record is partially explained by the

belief of parents in the importance of

education to their children's.leng-run

wolf -brine and the translation of this

belief into political support.

3. The substantial increase in total re-

sources for education plus civil rights,

racial and poverty concerns caused a

shift in the concern of students of edu-

cation finance away from the adequacy of

total education resources to equity in

their allocation.

4. Substantial economic growth in the post

World War TI period made the allocation

of increased resources to education and

other public functions relatively pain-

less for the middle and upper income

segments of American society.

5. Research in the 1950's stressed the great

contribution education made io the econ-

omy's productivity and to the relation of

total. life earnings to the amount of edu-

cation received.



6. Research during the late 60's and early

70's found little relationship between

expenditures for education and student

achievement, thereby redueinif public

support for increased educational ex-

penditures.

7. Declinirr: school enrollmertn and rrrowirp.

public suoport for other public functions;

services for the elderly, protection of

the environment, national health insurance

and even mass transit are already we9kening

education's competitive position.

8. The economic malaise which currently

afflicts the country and the long-term

possibility of a decline in ecomomic

growth will impact education more than

most other functions of government.

9. The extent that resources for education

will he increased more than political

analysis suggests will result from judicial

rather than lerrisiative actions.

10. As amonr; levels of governments, education

will possess least political strength at the

federal and local levels and most at the

state.

The following amtlysis provdes varying degreen of
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sunport for these propnsitinr;' ros+. fc, denoription of the

plirrert sitrni-.1(01 Mc-lt for those which are dependent or

nrerlicilrr- the country's economic future.

7ducr)tior. A Story n' Growth

n11 firancial mensurns education Iris

dm,e well since World War TT. Whether measured as a proportion

of rrn2s national product, of personal income or of all public

cn:r,erditures, cducatcyn has Er.ron nronortionately more than

the total economy, more than 'the total public sector and

more th.nr norsorr1:1 income.

'ogle

EDVT,T707 EX:PF:DT=S AS A
POPORTTO". 07 eOSS NATIO:AL PRODUCT: 1950 to 1973

All Exnenditures
for Education

Public '!7.xperditures
for Ed-'.cation

Public
Eleme-itary_Exnenditures forSecondary

. _ . ..

1950 3.4 % . 2.5 % 2.0 %

1960 5.1 % 3.9 % 3.1 %

1970 7.5 % 5.8 % 5.2 %

1971 7.9 % 6.0 % 4.3 %

1972 8.0 % 6.0 % 4.7 %

1973 (est.) 7.8 % 6.4 % 4.5 %

.
As r proportion of cross national product total ex-

penditures for education increased from 3.1 percent in 1950

to 7.8 percent in 197), thus rore than douhlinrr its shnre of

the ration' total productior. Tt is interesti/yr, to note,

hey:ever, thnt the peak was reached in 19Y2 when it stood at

8 prcent. The decline beran enrlier for public elementary
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and secondary education, which reached a peak of 5.2 percent.

in 1970.

While education was more than doubling its share of

,gross national product, the total public sector was growing

more rapidly than total ecoriomic growth, but not as rapidly

as education. prom 1946 to 1971 government e):penditures grew

from 21.8 nercent to 32.6 percent of GU, while public educa_

tion expenditures 'Tfforeased from 2.5 peroent to 6.0 percent,

a 53 percent increase for' the total public sector, but a 140

percent increase for education.

Table II

GOVFM:EET EXPIIYDITUT7S AS A
PEPCR!T 0 GROSS PATTO`!AL PPODPCT

.....M. .0*Total. Defense

1950 21.3% 5.0%

1966 27.0% g.9%

1970 32.2% 7.7%

1971 32.6% 6.8%

Non-Defense Education

16.3%

....*
2.5%

18.1% 3.9%

24.5% 5.8%

25.8% 6.0%

The same pattern-of an increasing share for education

can be shown by relating it to per capita income. On the

averat.,;(1 during the sixties an increase of 1.0 percent in ncr

capita income was associated with a 1-25 percent increase in

per pupil outlays for education.

Tor the decade 1962-63 to 1972-73 total expenditures

for public schools increased from 15.8 to 43.5 billion dollars.

In constant dollars (1972-73) the increase was from 22.2 to

43.5 billion - nearly a doubling. or that same period average
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daily attendance increased from 35,882,000 to 42,400,00 - an

increase of eighteen percent. Per pupil in average daily

attendance costs increased from V439 to $1,026 and in constant

dollars the increase was from ";61.8 to $1,026, a 66 percent

increase.

Relative Shares by Level of Government

Since the great bulk of public revenues for education

are raised from the state and local parts of the governmental

system, it is not surprising that the proportion of total state..

local expenditures used for education increased substantially

during the past quarter. century. The federal government

played an insicnificant role in financing elementary and

secondary education until the mid - sixties with the passage of

the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.' Even with the

passage of this legislation the federal role reached a peak.

in 1972-73 when federal. expenditures equaled only 7.7 percent_

of total elementary and secondary education expenditures.

The state role climbed to nearly 40 percent by 1950, dropped

to apimoximately 35 in 1960, and then began another climb

reaching 41 in 1972. The local proportion. WAS 57.3 percent

in 1950 and had declined by 6.0 percent to 51.2 percent in 1972.

Table TIT
PROPORTION OF REVENUE FOR

ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION
BY COVERNMENT SOURCE

bOcal

1950 57.3 %

1960 59.2 t

1965 57.4 %

1970 54.1 %

1972 51.2 %

State Federal

39.8 % 2.9 %

35.6 % 4.9 t'

37.8 % 4.5 %

37.9 % 7.6 t

541.0 % 7.7
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Overalltthe significance of these relative shares is

their fairly small chanr:e. The increase in the federal. share,

Small as it is, undoubtedly aided. education in.maintaining itS

v'ewth rate and may have delayed the downturn in education's

proportion of the Gross National Product. Tt does not account,-

hownver, for education's proportionite rrowth in. resource 1186

over the rest rew decades.

Aoe .-)u n ti - fo r t h e Ti".cre a.
. . .

e

Sires -ither errolleet increnxes. or prie level

charges, nor shlfts in fiscal responsibility from one to

another level of c-,overnment provides sufficient explanation

for education's fiscal performance the explanation must be

sought elsewhere. The first step is to determine the pur-

poses for which the increased money was used. A recent

Brookings' study tries to do. exactly that. 1°

It attributes about one-quarter of the increase to

growth in. school. Pirollment and the remainder to increases

in expenditures per pupil. Of this increase two-thirds is

accomted for by an increase in the amount spent for teachers

and other instructional personnel. These increases permitted

a drop in pupils per teacher from 26 to 22 (not necessarily

representinrr a declirc in, cJass size) and the number of pupils

per "other instructional personnel" from 325 to 160.

About 80 percent of the cost increase per pupil for

instructional personne.l. resulted from salary and benefit im-

provements. Average annual salaries increased by 90 percent

for teachers over the twelve year period 1958-59 to 197041,

C9
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and by 100 percent for other instructional personnel. For this

same period the average TT. S. worker's earnings increased by

74 percent.

Table IV

PUBLIC SCHOOL EXPENDITURES PER PUPIL, BY PURPOSE
1970-71 SCPOOL YEAP, AND DC:PEASE OVER 1957-59 ATnAGE

1970-71
Amount

Purpose Dollars

School Year
Percentn re
of total

Percentage
increase

Over 1957-59

PercentFTe
Contrab'Aticr'
to Incre:?sE

Administrative and miscel-
laneous services 63 7 236 8

Salaries and fringe benefits
of instructional personnel 554 64' 162 64

Other instructional services 38 4 209 5 1

Plant operation and maintenance 90 10 129 10
Transportation 32 4 157 4

Capital outlays and debt service 90 10 124 9
1

All purposes 867 100 159 100

Source: Reforming School Finance by Robert D. Reischauer and
Robert W. Hartman, page. 18.

Why this greater than average increase for teachers?

Some have suggested that it represents a "catching up" of

teachers' pay with salaries in other fields requiring a simi-

lar amount of education, others attribute it to increasing

unionization and militancy, while still others argue that it

is a product of a teacher shortage - a shortage which prob-

ably existed until about 1968.

The rirookingsl study suggests that unionization and

collective bargaining may have boosted teacher compensation

nationally by only five percent over what it otherwise would

have been.?: Obviously the impact was greater in some dis-

tricts than others. The inadequacy of supply explanation will

soon be tested tlinde that inadequacy for most fields is

disappearing.



Perhaps more important than all of these measurable

causes for the increase was the public's willingness to pay

more for education. The parents of the population boom of the

fifties and early sixties were children of the depression,

tremendous1; concerned for the economic security of their

Children. Many, probably most, believed the surest guarantee

of that security was a good education. Many had little or no

collere training- themselves and were determined their children

would not suffer that supposed disadvantage. A college educa-

tion required a good elementary and secondary education.

mo acquire such an education caused many to move to

the suburbs, ever- though their jobs remained in the city,

for it was believed that those new school buildings with their

campus-like surroundings were the right setting for 'the right

kind of education. To oppose school budgets or to vote 0110

on bond referenda was seen by many as a vote against one's

children - a point of view not discouraged by superintendents,

principals, teachers and school boards.

One measure of this attitude is the approval rate for

school bond issues. Over 70 percent of such issues were ap-

proved in the early and mid-sixties, then a drop off began with

the proportion approved droppinr to less than half in the early

seventies) recovering to just over half in 1972-73.

The increase in the rejection rate of bond issues was

followed by the dowturn in 1971 of the proportion of gross

ratiorr0 product devoted to elementary and secondary education.-

In part these reversals of past behavior are relnted to the
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first stares of an enrollment dpcline an the declining birth

rates of the late sixties began to be felt by the schools.

Table V

PERC7T OP SCHOOL 50MD ISSUFS AND VALUE APPROVED
1962 - 63 to 1972 - 73

Percent of
Referendum Approval

Percent of
Value Approved

1962-63 72.4 69.6

1963-64 72.5 71.1

1964-65 74.7 79.4

1965-66 72.5 74.5

1966-67 66.6 69.2

1967-68 67.6 62.5

196869 56.8 43.6

1969-70 53.2 49.5

1970-71 46.7 41.4

1971-72 47.0 44.4

1972-73 56.5 56.6

Enrollment Decline P:erins

The decline in the birth rate in the United States over

the past few years is a much noted and discussed phenomenon.

While the "whys" of the decline are debated the decrease con-

tinues ord. one of its most immediate effects is obviouslY fewer

school children. How such on enrollment decline will affect

edmntion resources is not self-evident. A plausIblo case

could ho made that the decline in resources measured in real
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terms will be less than the enrollment decline. The slowness

of public policy responses to changing conditions, built-in

overhead costs, bureaucratic instransigence, and the unioni-

$ation of teachers all, support such an interpretation. In con-

trast, if the decline in enrollment is accompanied by a decline

in the political strength of education just the opposite,

Outcome, a decline in resources greater than the enrollment

decrease, will result.-

Before speculating about those possible political lito

plications it may be useful to get some feel for the numbers

The decline in the annual increase in population began in 1960i

the decline slowed from 1968 to 1970, but resumed after 1970. 4 .

The Census Bureau predicts future population on the basis

of a variety of assumptions using different average number of

chili births for a woman upon completion of her childbearing

years. Until recently they used four such series (B, Co D and
1

E) with rates of 3.1, 2.8, 2.5 and 2.1. The last figure, 2.1,

is exactly replacive aid therefore represents an eventual

lizero population growth." Even this figure, hwever, is higher

than the current birth rate and the Census Bureau has established

a new series 01 which uses 1.8 births per woman. Even this

series produces reater population growth than a straight line

projection of the current hirth rate. Peak population would

be about 270 million IP the ri series assumption is used, while

the peak will be only 226 million contrasted to today's

213 million if the current birth rate continues.

The_long.run implications of this slowdown in population
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growth are butt dimly perceived and extend, of.course, to many

aspects of American life other than education. An increase in

the proportion of the population 'Which is dependent, a shift

in goods and services produced, a possible slowdown in economic

growth, are but a few of the poSsible outcomes.

Perhaps, however, the education community will be .

affected first and most visibly. The enrollment decline for

elementary education has already begun, will soon shift to

the high schools and then to the colleges and universities.

The decline may be a bit tempered by a gradual shift of private

School .pupils into public schools but that impact in national

terms will he small, even though it will be substantial in a

few school districts.

Examining population decline by age, the five to

thirteen age group began its decline in 1972, dropping from

.35,852,000 to 35,114,00p; and by 1983 (Using the Census

Bureau SeriesEprojection) will be 31,549,000 - a decline of

over four million. For the fourteen to seventeen age group

the decline boinm in 1975 after peaking in 1974 at 16,813;000

and dee:ill-lint: (under the Series E assumptions) to 13,996,000

in 1983, a deeline of nearly 3 million, or 17 percent.

Table VT

POPULATT011 PRO4ECTIMS ?OP U.S. 1970 TO
(Census Tlureau Series E and F)

(

Ages 5 to 13 Ages 14 to 17
n r E

(00,0) (oQ) A0001

1970 36,453 15,978

1975 33,095 160797

1980 30,804 30,191 15,362

1983 31,549 29,981 14 13,996
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Translating these population figures into school en-

rollment is complicated only by the movement of pupils from

private to public schools and by the retention rate of the

schools. A continuing movement out of private schools and a

gradual increase in the retention rate, and on the basis of the

Series 'E projections, total enrollment will decline for

elementary and secondary schools from the high in 1971 of

46,081,000 to 40,800 000 in 1982. Using Series F the decline

will be to 39,700,000, a fourteen percent drop.

Table VII

PROJECTED PUBLIC SCHOOL ENROLLMENT K - 12
1970 to 1982 (Census Bureau Series E and F)

Series E
(000)

Series F
JAW_

1970 45,909 45,909

1975 45,500 44,500

1980 41,400 40,700

1982 40,800 39,700

pmleoting custs

Projecting enrollments is easy compared to guessing,

their impact on school expenditures, and particularly is this

true at a time of great economic uncertainty. Others, however,

have tried to make such projections and their guesses are worth

examining.

Total public expenditures for elementary and secondary

education are predicted to be 64.1 billion dollars (in con-

stand dollars) in 1982-83. This contrasts with expenditures



of 51.9 billion in 1972-73 - an increase of 23 percent, while

the increase for the previous decade was 78 percent.
4.

Since

enrollment during this period will decline, real expenditure

per pupil will increase by a percentage greater than that for

total growth (1,026 to 1,446 dollars, or a 40 percent increase).

It assumes an increase of 23 percent in teacher salaries from

10,600 to 131000 dollars (again in constant 1972-73 dollars).

These projections assume that education expenditures

as measured by per pupil expenditures will increase in the

future ab::Jut as they have in the past. Is this assumption of

continued prosperity for education a fair one?

Projections of future state, local and federal revenue6

would suggest it is. Using assumptions for education expendi

tures not drastically different from those of the Dept. of HEV, The

Tax Poundation, taking increases for all public functions

into account, projects at current tax rates a state local sur-

plus in 1980 of 5.5 billion. dollars.5 Federal revenue pro-

jections are also optimistic in full employment terms with

the American Enterprise Institute predicting a full employment

surplus of 57.3 billion in 1980.
6

Are there other. reasons to assume that education will

be in a pos ition over the next decade to continue to grow more

rapidly than the country's total economic growth? The enroll

ment projections would suggest not. The demands, judicial

and politicalo for greater equity in financing education could

exert considoralao upward pressure on eductitional expenditures.
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As state courts require greater equality in such expenditures

A leveling up may be required. To project what this might

cost is not easy, but David Ott of the American Enterprise

Association, has tried.? If every state increased its per pupil

expenditure to 90 percent of the highest district per pupil.

costs in the state, the cost to state and local governments

in 1969-70 would have been seven billion.dollars, or about

29 percent of the current education expenditures by state and

local government, for that year. This figure would increase

to 13.2 billion by 1981 - considerably more than the total

state-local budget surplus of 5.5 billion predicted for that

year, but if federal surplus projections are realistic federal

aid mi7ht fill the gap.8

The Pole of Economic 0i,owth

All of these projections are based on assumptions

drawn from past behavicir. Perhaps no aspect of this is more

important than the assumption of continued economic growth.

8conomie growth is particularly important when guesses are bei,

in( made about the future. of public programs.

To extract resources from the*economy for any public

purpose is lilteIy to be easier when.an economy is growing than

when it is stwrnant. This generalization applies to all public

sector activities, but with special force to education, since

the average taxpayer plays a larger role in determining local

budgets for education than for other public services. In

addition, expenditures for education are probably more; control.

fable than expenditures with built in commitments such as
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interest on debt, income maintance, and other entitlement pro-

grams.

The American economy at the moment in not growing.

Further, it is characterized by high levels of inflation and

unemployment. These characteristics of the current economy

are much commented upon in both academic and popular journals.

Much is mnde of the fact that modern economics does not contain

any very satisfactory explanation for these conditions. Tra

ditional monetary and fiscal tools are difficult to apply be-.

cause the combined phenomena of unemployment and inflation

suggest exactly opposite applications. The current result

is a monetary policy designed to fight inflation while fiscal

policy, although uncertain in its impact, is generally believed

to be having an exmnsionist influence.

Enonomists and other students of the economy differ

aS to whether the current conditions represent a long-term

behavioral pattern or a short-term one which will correct

itself. The shortterm champions put great emphasis on the

particular events of the past few years. These include the

had weather of last year which caused a shortage in agricul-

tural production, the Middle-East situation which led to both

higher oil prices and a suprly shortage, a supply shortage

of other basic commodities, and a catching up of the demand

created by very large scale military expenditures made over

the past couple of decades. Jesse 1urkhead explains this

Aitl)ation as ". the possibility advanced by critics of

the military.lndustrial complex that the worldwide increases
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in military expenditures of the last twenty-five years have

finally caught up with us. Military outlays do, of course,

add to income but not to product that can be consumed by

households, nor do they add very much to long-run increases

in productivity. Thus the worldwide growth of the military

as a Proportion of total activity could help to explain

inflation . . ."9

Whether, in fact, these phenomena are short-run is

debatable. There are those who argue that the shortage of

commodities is not short-term but rather a product of the

world's consumption beginning to exhaust such commodities.

Further, there is no evidence that the rate of expenditures

for military purposes is.about to decline nor that the addi-

tional demand for non-military goods and services produced

by those expenditures will be offset by appropriate fiscal

policy.

Quite apart from these debatable short-term influences

are some characteristics of contemporary economies which sub;-

Pest there are lonf,-term forces at piny which will contribute

to continuing inflation nrd, more importantly, to a slowdown

in economic growth. "The first of these, discussed long be-

fore the current problems of the economy, is the structnral

shift in developed economies from employment in high pro-

ductivity sectors (such as manufacturinp: and agriculture) to

low productivity sectors (such as public employment and

services) . If economies do continue their much greater growth
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in provision of services than in goods production, and if pro-

ductivity increases are more difficult to accomplish in this

Sector, the result is inevitably a slower growing economy.

Further, if this slower increase in service productivity is

accompanied by wage increases comparable to the goods producing

sector, the result will be permanent price inflation.

Another long-range concern is the impact of higher

levels of economic activity, particularly .tndustrial activity,

on the environment. Only in recent years has its deleterious

effect been generally recognized; To the extent that these

. impacts are offset by measures to protect the environment, the

inevitable result will be slower growth in the economy - slower,

at least, by the measures which have been traditionally used

to measure it.

Environmental deterioration has led to even more dire

predictions than simply .a slow down in economic growth, some
will

arguing that the climate/be sufficiently affected to make

human life on earth undesirable if not impossible. Some sch0-

lars as n result have been led, perhaps most notably Robert

Heilbroner, to argue that democratic decision marring must be

abnndonned.

Another ohlranteristic of the economy lending to

higher unemployment is the relationship of labor supnly to

labor fteilllnd. As an er!onomy becomes more sonsticated there

is n 1W-)stantial inplie2.re in demant'. M.3104 ilbort with
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a lesserir7 reed for the unskilled. Tho result is a slacken-

ing in the demand for unskilled labor combined with an aaparent

inability of the education system and manpower training pro-

grams to provide the necessary skills, thereby driving up

wage rates for the skilled. but creating a higher level of un-

employment for the unskilled. In the terminology of the

economist, the Phillips curve, 11 a curve which attempts to

show the trade off between inflation and unemployment, has

shifted to the right thereby requiring a much higher level

of unemployment if inflation is to be controlled. An unemploy-

ment level of four ,Percent, for example, is inevitably infla-

tionary because of the stress this puts on the labor market;

for skilled labor without simultaneously supplying sufficient

opportunities for unskilled. labor.

This phenomenon is not unrelated to the explanation

by Galbraith for the simultaneous existence of inflation and

unemnloyment. He has argued that it is the coexistence of

oligopoly price fixing and trade union behavior which has

driven tin the price of labor and the price of goods and ser-

vices without simultaneously increasing employment opportuni-

ties.12

Whether the current situation will right itself in a

few years with upward growth resuming is not known. Neverthe-

less, it would he foolhardy to suggest that there will be

any suddent turn around. Purther, the long-run significance

of a shift to a service economy and the impact of environmental
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controls on production seem very likely to have a continuing

and depressing impact on economic growth even if their contri-

bution to inflation and/or unemployment are controlled.

Education's Political Streneth

Assuming a slowdown in economic prow,th, the competition

for rosonrees amoup: public activities will become keener. In,

a situation of slow economic growth any substantial increase

in resources cannot come entirely from more successfully

competing for a larger share of the growth increment, but must

come from resistribution of already allocated resources. If

some gain, others must lose.

The possibility of such a redistribution depends on

the relative political strength of education. Past perfor-

mance suggests that it has had a comparative advantage. 'Are

there reasons to believe this advantage is being lost?

Among the reasons suggesting it might be is the

chancing age composition of the population. As more and

more people become senior citizens, the demand for increasing

resources for the elderly is bound to become greater. There

is, in fact, great concern today about the adequacy of the

current social security system to respond to these increased

demands. Tn 1955 seven workers paid social security tfixes for

each person collecting benefits; today it is three fos very

one, and within the next couple of decades it will b.. y

two for every one. The maximum monthly benefit in 1955 was

,1;98.50, today it is 304.90, and by the year 2000 at current
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rates of increase it will be '31,376.50. It seems inevitable

that this situation will require either a change in how social

security is finance1, or a substantial increase in payroll

taxes or a raising of the income levels against which these

taxes are levied.

This changing age composition of the population will

not only reflect itself in the actions of Congress regarding

social security, but in many other areas as well. Further,

in many school districts, as the aged portion of the population

increases, the responsiveness of the local constituency to

education need is likely to become less and less favorable.

There is also evidence that environmental issues possess

greater politicol strength, particularly at the federal level,

than does education. There has been a very sharp increase in

.expenditures for environment in the past few years, and, on .

the whole, there appears to be a very substantial middle class

constituency supportive of increasing these expenditures.

Whether shortages of energy will cause some slackening in this

support is uncertain, but the evidence to date is that concern

for the environment remains strong and politically healthy.

The provision of health services has also recently

reached the stare.tar.a of serious Con7rossional (:.ormideratior and

it 'Inpoars likely that a major national health program will

be adonted by the current Congress, The resource 8 required

for this activity, even.if substantial amounts are simply a .

transfer from 010 priVatr: to the public sector, will undoubtedly



dampen the willingness of Congress to provide funds for other

domestic activities.

Mass transit, too, has recently gained in political

strength and is likely to remain strong, particularly if energy

remains a serious problem; price, increases being as important

as supply shortages.

These competing functions; aid for the elderly, health

services, environmental control and mass transit, are likely

to possess their greatest strength at the federal level.

They are already heavily supported by that level of government

and the interest groups most involved tend to be more oriented

to the federal government than to state and local governments..

Comparing 1972 federal obligations for education to

1975, education would have needed an increase in federal obli-

gations of 1,710 million dollarg to hold its 1972 level. In

fact education received only 283 million additional dollars,

thereby losing in real terms 11.9 percent of its 1972 level.

Of domestic programs, only community development and manpower

did worse, while income maintenance and transit, to name two,

did substantially better.
AA.

School Politiorarthe Local Level

Of importance to understanding the relative strength

of education at the local level is the political culture in

which it is conducted. Every activity of government - police,

fire, sanitation, health, etc. operates in its own political

environment. l'ut perhaps more than any other function, educa-

tion has carved out for itself a Special place in the American
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governmental. system. An image of uniqueness is perpetuated -

tinique because public education is said to play a fundamental

. role in a democratic society, and unique because edUcation

deals with children. Widespread public acceptance of these

ideas has helped education to become and to remain the only

public function possessing its own local governmental system,

not (.omhined with other activities and administered by general

government as are other public functions. Related to this

special status is the companion concept that education should

be free of politics.

'These "no politics" and independence characteristics

do not mean politics are absent, but rather that they are of

a special kind. In fact, it may well be argued that "no

politics" is a tactic used by school people to obtain greater

resources. Yet it is quite possible that as the public be-

comes increasingly concerned about the level of taxes, and as

the age compostion of the population changes, education's

high visibility will make it more vulnerable to taxpayer

resistance than those functions included in the general

Eovernmen't system. The more frequent defeats of both school

budrets and bonlissucs tends to support this nossibility, but

perhaps more iwnortqnt will be a growing caution on the part
offiei'as

of schoor in the size and number of budget and bond issues

they place before the electorate,

Just as voters on school budil.ets and bond issues spell

a decline in public supnort for education so do public opinion

polls. The evidence of both the ballot box and the pollster
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is that greatest support for education spending is associated

with relative hirrh socio-economic otatus voters. The decline,

therefore, shown by clallup polls from 1969 to 1972 in the sup-

port of education by people with these characteristics is

particularly imnortant. Add this decline to the relative low

support by the elderly and by parerts who not have children

in the school, both segments of the population constituting

a lamer and lar-er proportion of the toal, and education's

growing political weakness becomes comprehnsible.13

This weakness will affect education's ability to

extraflt resources from all levels of government, but because

of itr indenendent rove mental system at the local level and

1-;ecaurle
evp stril"-c, 01,2 to

neliticsn charecteristic, it is likely to have its

retest impact on the local 1,:?vol. Weak at the federal level

n of competition from other functions and at the local

level because of declining, public support, the one remaining

hope is state P.overnmert.

8t,ate rovorr7e-..t ,9nd Education

The dominant issue in state education's politics in

rece,lt yna/irl, rrirrivrilyt entirely court inspired, is

egnity in the distribution of educational resources rather

than the adequacy of total resources. The U. S. Svrr.,me Courtts

determination by a 5 to 4 decision that the feder!,1. nstitution

is not violated by the district to district dispar. 2:`, in
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support hns made the issue primarily a state one, A number of

State courts have determined that state constitutions do. not

permit such disparitiesand in others legislative support for

at least lessening the disparities is fairly strong. Several

states have already revised their formulas for state support

of education while others have such changes under active con.

siderntion. Improved foundation formulas, power equalizing

devices and state assumption of the full' cost of education

are alternntives being considered.

Since reallocating resources is politically more

difficult than distributtng new monies it is generally

assumed that a'more equal expenditure pattern, will he ac-

comnlished by increasing expenditures in low spendinr: districts rather

than by transferring funds from high to low spending districts.

Thus far the addition of new resources has been the route

taken but the weakening political support for this method

is it by the current situation in New Jersey. That

state is under state court order to lessen the disparities in

educational expenditures. The ler!Islature has been unable to

agree on the necessary new state taxes to accorrip] ish that and

the governor has requested the court to impose its.own solution

by re(lirectirr current state nid court order from wealthier

to poorer school districts. If the districts losing aid desire

to maintain current expenditures increased local. taxes Would

be necessary.

The rolitieml difficulty states are having in redesign==

in t,. their aid systems is but further evidence of education's
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political weakness. That weakness results, in part, from the

same forces which afflect it at the local and federal levels

but probably with less force at the state level.

Competitive demands of other governmental functions

are probably not as keen at the state as at the federal level.

In part because the federal level is becoming the chief fund.er

of income maintenance programs and will probably be the chief

support of any national health program. Although environmental

programs will compete with education for state resources, it

is likely that the multi-jurisdictional characteristics of

many environmental problems will necessitate federal action.

Education's chief state competitors are likely to be

programs associated with urban difficulties. These include

housing, transit, social services apart from income maintenance,

and support for traditional municipal functions fire, police,

and sanitation. Within' this group education will possess a

greater competitive strength than it does with the activities

more nredominantly federal.

The political culture of state education's decision

makivT will play a role in education's ability to attract re-

sources from that level of government. The prittern of local

educrttio,, rolitics is partinlly replicated fit H)e-statc-levet;

Separation from general government is supported in most states

With some kind of lay board between the governor and the

stnto department of education. Often the chief education of-

ficer 18 appointed by the board rathor than the governor and

the state education legInlktive c Amittoes normally rivo
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lip service to the rhetoric of keeping education out of politics

Although the legal and traditional role of the.governor

in education varies :from state to state, Obernatorial controls

over education budgets, appointments and policies are generally

weak. A survey of the chairmen of state legislative education,

committees shown 41,1t in th ir nririm the mos4;

irdividliR1 in ';110 state wi th rornrd to chanr.es in the state

school p:'eernms is more often the chief state school officer

than the fr,overnor.
14

The relative independence of state education adminis-

trators was recently illustrated by a study of who decides how

federal aid is distributed in five states: California, Massa-

chusetts, New York, Texas and Virginia. It was found that

decisions were made almost exclusively by state education de-

partment officials. No doubt the state political process,

both legislative and executive, is more intimately involved

in the distribution of state funds but the federal aid ex-

ample is an indication of the substantial independence of

many state education departments.15

Still, despite this relative independence, state ed-

ucation departments are not stronp admiristrative units.

Pecont infusions or federal nid, particularly that money

sDoPifienlly dosirnnted for strenctheninr such departments,

havo helped, but most state education departments have a lone;

way to go before they will be equal to most other state depart-

menu. The basic constitImncy of the departments Includes
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organizations of school board members, school administrators,

teachers and, educationally interested lay groups, primarily

parent organincitions. When these groups present a common

front they are able to have vast influence on state education

policy making and probably can make a substantial contribution

to increasing resources for education.

For many years these groups, as well as state legis-

lators, had a rural orientation to which state departments of

education responded. A relatively harmonious set of relation-

ships emerged at the state level resulting in some very import-

ant innovations in the education system. State aid to rural

districts increased steadily, school district consolidations

were promoted, and curriculum changes were made. Al].. changes

were designed in the belief they would provide better education

services.

Now this confltience of forces in disintegrating in

many states; reapportioned state legislatures and top education

officials are beginning to concern themselves with urban as

well as rural education. Teachers groups find it in-

creasingly difficult to make common cause with other educators,

particularly school administrators and school 1)oard organiza-

tions. These chapp.os point toward increased conflict and,

therefore, a more overtly political climate for education

policy making and administration.

This frarrmentation of education interest grouns ap-

pears to be affecting the behavior of state legislatures. for

mimple a study in flew York found that in the srea, of education,
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legislators were far more apt to vote in the intere;lt of their

particular district than follow the dictates or statewide ed-

ucation or political r'roups. They believed that education

and non-education groups from their own district had far more

important influence on them than formal statewide interest

.f,rours. The lerrislato/T nlso indicated that the variety of

interPst Frroups provided them with many sources of informa-

tion, eliminating heavy reliance on formal education groups.

As leislators broaden their .sources of information and rely

less on formal organizations of educators, the. influence of

education professions is bound to decline and the relative

powers of the legislature increase.

In summary, states appear to be at a point of transi-

tion in their education policy making. The deominance of ed..

ucAtion interest groups, primarily professional educator

groups and lay groups dominated by these professionals, is

declinimr. qo single interest or cluster of interest has yet

replaced them and the result to date is increased framenta-

tion.

r-.nnt

As the imrious forces sort themseivos out, the single

imnortant development my be the growth in teacher

ro lone r I./Milt, to trust their welfare to

other educational professionals, teachers unions are increas-

a,.1(1 rible to to thoir own. way, wekerirr. the ovcr-

1 7,itiori of '.41.,r.!h fhrl-oltion proTerrlivnair.l.

1.1,1e-ts of edlicrition politie- e.,.rLue th:At it is

+.ho !:,,,wor of uHmi!smtico. which will r.rve to provide education

witJ1 the political muticta neodeft,to attract itIcren!linc

71,
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cational rese!irces. Althou.,t the evidence is not definitive

or this roint and economists argue among themselves about the

relation between unionization and wage levels, particularly

when unions are not in control, of entry to their field and

teacherst unions are not, the performance of teacher pay over

the past tIn de.cades indicate inndeouncy of sunol:, nlays a

more sArrificant role in determining pay th.c,n unionization.

Corri averar°e annual increases in teachers' nay to pay for

all workers and to the earring of other Public sector employees

shows that teachers did their best from 1955 to 1960 when their

annual increase was 132.6 percent of all workers the

comparable percentage for all public workers (including

teachers) was 109.3. 7;;rom 1970 to 1973 teachers' average annual

nay increase was only 90.5 percent of the increase, for all

workers, while for all public employees their average

annual increase was 123.8 percent of the similar increases

for all workers .16

Sigr5ficantiv teacher pay increases declined relative

to that of other 7ublic workers at the time tenchinr unioni-

zation -rowinv. Other factors obviously played a role in

this behavior nattern, perhaps even the increasing unionization

of other rublic .771pinyees, but it does sugest there is no

automatic relationship between pay increases and the degree

of unionintion,

nevertheless the increased unAonization of teachers

wAll rive ther a place at the bargninin:!: table mid, more

Important, a trore decisive role in edlIcation politics. This

01?
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increased political role will probably be felt most keenly by

state politicians. The fairly even spread of teachers relative

to population across a state can give them the determining vote

in closely fought races. This potentinl is enhanced by the

decline in the significance of party labels to voting behavior.

Althou,:Th CoIrTessional candidates will also respond to the

organized voice of teachers, the greater competition from other

groups at the federal level is likely to make teachers' influ-

ence less in Washington than in state capitals.

Table VIII

AWPACE ANNUAL ITTREASE T!' EAPm1MS FOR
GOVEP!1ME1 T WORKEPS AS A .PEPCETAGE 0? THE INCREASE

POR ALL WOPITP5
1955 - 73

1960-65 1965 -70 1970-73

All. rsoverment

.1.955-6o

10.5 107.9 119.0 123.8

Federal civilian 118.6 139.5 .115.5 115.9

State (7! local Gov't 11.4.0 115.8 117.2 101.6

Public Education 132.6 110.5 117.2 90.5

lon-school 97.7 121.1 117.2 114.:3

3y level of government, therefore it seems likely that

eforyrOtr?, its wer11-nesses education's rre,itest opl)ortunity exists at

the state level. Nonetheless, even at this level the struggle

for resources with other functions of government is likely to

be intense.
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The generalizations drawn from this analysis have been

stated. Sufficient here to acid that despite an inevitable time

lag in adjusting resources to declining enrollments the resource

adjustment is likely to exceed the drop in enrollment. The

short term response of school districts to this decline in-

dicates, accordinF to the !iew York State Department of Educa-

tion an inability;

. . . to adjust their expenditures proportion-
ately to the decline in pupils and, therefore,
on a per pupil basis their expmditures per
pupil increase more drasticall than do those
in districts with little change in 'enrollment
or districts with increasing enrollment. Part
.of the reason for this, of course, is that; basic
costs F.c.,h as oneration ant?. maintenance of the
plant do not change materially with changes in
pupil enrollment. More important, it is diffi-
cult to reduce the professional staff because
normally the decrease in pupils would be spread
across the complete grade spectrum of the school
district, thus eliminating the possibility of
removirrr a teacher whenra reduction of 25 pupils
in enrollment occurs. 1/

It is argued here that this kind of response will

be very short term and that the past increases in. edueation

resources will become a thincr of the past and education's

share of the ration's tot'll rnr.lourct:?51 41e01 1,,e more

th-171 e.e drIrqi-'0. Only by coyolis,ctir publIn

that odncatioll non nYll is maidn(.r, a 51.1 )u contribution

to the solution of the nation's problems will educat,orls be

able to alter that outcome. Today a large part of the

public arrrfle instnld with A 00n0111810n drawn from a survey
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of the educationresearch of the past decade that, "There seems

to be opportunities for significant redirections and in some

cases reductions in education expenditures without deterioration

18
in educational, outcomes."
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